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PURPOSES

CS?

PRIMARY*

0

To develop a'baliksof psychometrically soundscalqd behavioral thcidentp

.of college. 4assroom teaching behavior. Items could be draien.fropi

this bank when devising perf6tmance evaluition scales, eeacher
4

training.devices, qnd policy evaluation questionnaires.

1 .

.

SECONDARY

1. To study cost/benefit considerations related to scaling idcidents

by 100 versus" 25 judges.

1

2. To explore other issues in the'development of scaled behavioral

incidents.

3
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1Forty-eight undergraduate st dents takingecoursei insPsychology At

:. -

Auburn Universtty met in a brainstorming session direczed by.one of

STEP ONE

.

the expprimenters.. Approximately 20 identifiable categories of

teacher behavior which might,b, evaluated by qudencs'were generated,

diicusied, and reduced to five important dimensions. 'These were .
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1.

DUENSION. DESCRIPTIONS

4

- A* Relationships w th .S nt . This dimension refers to.the way
the professor treats his her students.both in and out of class.*
-/t.includee such things as a ng

, . and after 'class, interacting with hpd counseling studen6 in the.
office atd elsewhere regarding Course-related and personal prob-
lems, knowing students' names, ark treating students.with respect
in.class*.

B* Ability.-to Present the Material* This dimension refers to thil
way the professor organizes the material and presents it to the
class* It tncludes such things as.coming to class well-prepared
and on time, organizing the materjal in a logical manner, speak-
ing and writing clearly, and usint.exa:mples, audio-visual aids*
and other deVices.to get the material across to the studenteh

e est n This dimension refers to the
professor s knowledge of and pterest in the material he/ihe is
trying to teach* It includes such things as being able to answer
questions and elaborate on.the material, showing enthusiasm for the
course, Ina reading and researching,to keep current and learn.'
more about the subject matter*

,

D. Reasonableness of *the Voxkload,. This dimension refers to the
amount pf work .(reading, homework problems, class and lab work,
papers, tests, etc.) assivedeby'the professor* It includes sucki
things as.clearly specifylng assignments and duv` dates, sched-
uling the work evenly throughout the quarter, and keeping the
workload appropriate to the credit-hour value of the course.

E. Fairness of Testinr and Gria.dinr,. this.diriension refers to the
fairness of the professor's teqtipg ana'grading policieds. It ,

Ancludes such things as stating how grades are to' be aetermined,
teStlmg-over appibpriate material, and grading without bias.

4
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In a later session,the same 48 subjecisorovided three critical

incidents each (one effective, one mediocre, one ineffective) for
4:

each category identified in the first session. The resiating 720

s

STEP TWO

.40 .

incident descriptions Were examined by one of the experimenters, who

culled duplicates, vague statements, and descriptions which6could not

be classified as incidents. The remaining 579 incident descriptions

were edited into one-sentence statements aid distributed randomly,

am:, four forms of an item evaluation questionnaire.

r

STEP MEE

Fiftytwo additional ktudents were recruited to join the 48 original

.students in this step. The four forms of the Item evaluation question
\

naire weredistributed to the 100 stilicludges such that the items

on each scale were evaluated. by 25 judges (12 original and 13 addi-
4

tional students). Judges classified the inaidents into the five

categories and evaluated each incident on an 11-point scale ot

'favorahility of performance. The data collected during this step

represent the W.25 data.

S.
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STEP FOUR

o

opree hut-Wild-71'4W ional undergra-duatil2irtudents-were-randomly -assigned--

amps the four forms of the quesdonnaire.such that the items on each:
.

.

form were evaluated b'y an additional 75 judges. Ihe data collected

during this step were combined with those collected in STEP THREE'

and represent the N=1.00

0
e 'STEP FIVE

'.
Using the Na2.100 data,. three statistics were calculated.for.each

4
incident.: (a) Percentage of agreement fo; placement ix! the modal

category, or P, (b) Median effectiyenese"rating:Oft'the incident, or":

S, (c) Semi-intesquartile range of the effectiveness ratings for ehà .

incident, or I;

STEP SIX*

ho

.......

Of the original 579 incident descriptions, 99 were removed from the

item bank due to P values less than 60. An additiorll 64 were

eliminated due to 2values greater.than 3.0. The rem ining 416

incidents were distributed as follows . .

7
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0 Table.

Catagory

Level.: A B C D

1.0 - 1.9 32 16,

OIMIMMIY

16 , '33
.

. 2.0 - 2..9 9 26 7 1 3
- .,..

3.0 - 3.9 1 7-q. 6 3 2

40 .., 4.4. .. 2 l'it 1 . 1. 0

w

5.0 - 5.9. 1 1 0 4 4 .

.

'2

.

6.0 - 6.9-,% . 0 1 1 3

7.0 us 7.9 0 1 0 5 1
0

8.0 - 8:9 2, 3 .1 2 4 '

.. 9.0 - 9.9- 21 30 11 13 20
1

1041,:- 10.9 27. 15 -13 '2 :-. 16 '

TOral 95 104 . 57 62 .98

22.8 .25.0 13.7 .14.9 23.6

go*

aClassificitiond bdsed on N 100.

.0

bColumn scórea total 190.1% due to rounding error.

4

0

4110

Total

114 . 274

73, 17.1

19 4.6

a 1.9

10 2.4

7 1.7

7 1:7

.12 2:9

-95* 22.8

73 17.6

416

100'
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valu s, 250 inCidents (50 per category) were chosen

da bank. the data bank is available as a prinied

250 incidents were distributed as follows . . .

STEP SEVEN

,
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Category

Level A C D 4. Total

a

1.0 7 1.9 15 7 12 14 9 57 22.8

2.0 . 2.94. .7 . 11 7 9 9 43 17a.

3.0 P..3.9 1 5. 6 i 17 6.8
..

44... 4.9 2 4 1 1. 0 8 3.2
..

5.0 5.9 1 .1 0 4 4 10 4.0
t .

. .

6.4 ... 6.9 0 411 1. 1 1.. ..2 7 2.8

... .

7.0 7.9 0 1 0 5 1 7. 2.8

.... . 4

... 80 8.9. 2 3 . 1% 2 4 12 418
,

9.0 7 9.9. 10 10 10 74 10 47 18.8...

100 r. 10.9 .12. 7 12 ... .2 9 42 16.8
.

e -

iotn1 50 50 '50 50 so 250
I , 4

: 2 20 20 20 20 20 100
It

.

1

aClassificaiions based on N 100.
I.

S.
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STEP EIGHT

**

4

In order 'to get a feel for the cost effectiveness of having the

item* ludged.by 100,rather than 25 ratere,.P, S, and a values were
k

calculated for each of the 250 chosen incidents on the basis of the

Na25 data. Summary statistics from this comparison are as follows . .

.
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Means, Standard Deviations, and: Correlations for

.."Item Statistics Caculaied for 1,50 Incidents

on the Basee.of N0100 andlop
.
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:CategOry.

14.010IX' .

r100. 25

N

.

V

.
o

.

)

X a . a,

Scale. Values .(S)

A

8

C

D

E

.

t

.

S.9

5.6

.5.8

4.8

6.1
.

,
\

4.0 . 3.8
. .

,
,

3.4 5.7 3.3
. .

3.9 5.8- 3.6

3.2 4.8 3.0

.
. 4

3.7 5:9 ' 3.5
.

.

.

%

.

.

.1.00
.

.99

1.00

.)..00

1.00
u

.e"--
V.

Dispersion Values (Q)-. 4

8

1.7

p2.0

1.9

. 2.1

. 2.0

0.6 1.5 0.411

0.5 1.8 0.5

. 015 .1.7 0.5

1.9 0.7

0.7 2.0 0.8

.90

.76.

..76

.62

.75.

Percentage.Values (P)

A

"

C
. ,

4 D

. E.
...

-.......

.

96.3

92.1

80.2
.

l.;-,N92:1

9'' 9

0. 4.5 , 96.7 5.5

* 7.4 91.8 9 1
--7*

. 10.0 80.2 12.8
,

7.8 90.4 9.8

7.6 92.9 9.1

....

.81

.82

.85

.62
,

.75
______5___

I.
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MAJOR FINDINGS

.Xt was possible to construct*a datibank of,psychometricilly

.scaled inciderlts of college claesroom teaching behavior which

can be used for a variety of purposes.
a

44,

6

2. .Judgesluid difficulty distinguishing among fine levels of

performance. Judges tended.to use the extremes of ihe eleven
.

14. . Pi
, .

eiAt scalk Wail( evaluating items.
...

- Relat4ve to the other dimensions, students had difliculty writing .a /
41. 14,4,.C.14,

,

, t4.

411 ankkclassifying idcidents liustrative.of (C) Interest in.Course.

and Material. They also had difficulty. writing incidents for

(D).Reasonableness of the Workload.

4.. The cost*effectivenesp of adding reiters.beyon.. .3 is questionable,

certainly in 'terms of.determining S values for scale. items. This

comment is.probably irue also interim o gLand P valude. .Note

:that the corielations displayed earlier for.2,and P were quite

likely_underestimates, since the 250 items included in theliaal

bank were selected. on the 'basis of low scores and high P scores,

thus restricting the;ranges for these two sets of correlatione.

" 6

S.
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USES OF THE DATA BANK

.fvs.

1. To develop Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales, Nixed Otandard

Rating Scales, or Behavior Checklists for evaluating college .

IN 4.
ill,

Classroom teaching performanCe. (See next transparency.)

2. To serve as a training device to aid in the development of college

classroom teaching expertise.

3. To provide data for policy planning. We intend to have some of

these incidents scaled by professors and administrators in an

attempt to identify points of agreement and disagreement among

these groups and students in terms of effective .teacher performance.

I (1
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Reasonableness of the Workload

Thts n refers to the amount of work (reading, homework
4 problems, class and lab work, papers, tests, etc.) assigned by

the professor. It inclUes such things as clearly specifying
assfgnments and doe dates, scheduling the work evenly throdgh
out tht quarter, and keeping the workload appropriate to the
credit-hour value of the course. -

Best
. Possibl

Exactl
Neutral

This professor could be expected to discontinue or
°reduce. homework assignments around midterms and finals
oo that his students would have more time to study.

This professor could be expect4i to distribute the
yorkload evenly across the quarter.

4'

This professor could be expected.to assign reasonable 1

amounts of homework every other day.
,

This professor could be expected to assign honework a
few tines a week but not every day.

This professor could be expected to assign a four-to-
five page typewritten paper and specify the fotmat and

style in which it is to be written.

This professor could be expected to assign about fifty

pages of reading per week.

This professor could be expected to require a term paper,
oral presentation, and weekly tests.

This professor could ue expected to require a lot of
memorisation for his class.

I

This professor could be expected sometimes to assign two

chapters for one night's assignment.

This professor could be expected to surprise her students

I
with an extra assignment toward the end, of the quarter.

Worst
Possibl

This professor could be expect Ice to assign five

page papers two days before the e due.

I
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Table.

Scaled'Incidents of College Classroom Tetaching Behavior

No. Incident

.detegory A: Lelationships with Students

_

Al This professa told his studLats bow

. itupid he thOught they were.

A2 This professor openly Criticizes student's

for asking-questions in class.

This professor dibplayed a hostile,'

1! defensive atatude toward his stuaents.

A4' , This professor advised me to drop his

course, them later denied that he had

told Me to drop.it.

£5 This professor mhde a fool out of a

student in class for'asking a ridiculous

question.

.£6 This professof embarrassed a student who

.tz
asked her a question.

A7 This professor made students feel really

stupid,for asking questions in class.

This professor makes appointments with

students but does not show up for them.

1.2 0.8 100

1.2 0.8 95

1.2 0.9 99

1.2 1.0 99

1.2 1.0: 97,

1.3 0.9 94

1.3 1.0 96

L.3. 1.1 100

Note, See notes ht end of table.
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No.

Table (Continued)

Incident

A9 - This professor refused to help studenti

outside of class bicause of his "demanding

schedule."

.A10 This professor criticized his class for

:the Way they evaluated him.

.All This prOfessor scheduled his office.hours

to confliCt Oith.his own class And

expressed displeaSure in phone calls and

afternoon appointments.

Al2 This professor tells students not to come

to his office unless they have a conflict

with the final ex'am.

A13 Thieprofessor embarrasses late students

by locking the door after the 10-Minute

bell.

A14 This professor never made an effort to

speak to anyone in class. .

A15 This plofessor is never initis office when

he says he will be.

A16. 'This professor was seldom available

during his posted office hours.

114.

1...4 1.2 95

1.4 1.3 98

1.6 1.2 97

1.6 1.3 96

1.6 1.4 98

1.7 ,1.3 97

1.8 1.4 96

2.1 1.6 94

Note. See mite s. at end of table.

7



1. lable, (Continued)

No., Incident

AwIPIMMIO-

$ Al7 This professor set aside only one hour

per week for office hours.

A18 This professor never called his students

by name.nor spoke to them in the hall.

A19. This professor can never be.found in his

A20'. This professor posted offiae hours but

mads her students wait.Until she could

find time to see them.

£21' Thie professor never praises vr offers

'encouragement to athe class.

A22 This professor gtves students his office

number but does not make them feel

4elcome.

A23. .This professor saw.studonts in his off-

- campus office only.. '. .

A.21

.. .

This professou leaves promptly after giving

. his lecture.

£25 This professor is attentiVe and helpful

in class but is unavailabli for outside

help.

2;3 2.0 97

2.4 1.8 100

\

office. 2.4 1.8 95

2.8

2.8 .,. 2.2 97.

002.5- 92 .

2.9 2.0 100

3.6 2.7 99

4.1 3.0 72

44 , 2.6 91

Note. See notes at end of table.

1
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Table. (Continued)

NO. Incident

A26 Ibis prOfessor will see students in his
1

office only if they make appointments. 5.7 3.9

A27 This professor xequired hisirtudents to

visit him at least once in his office to

dismuss the course. 8.4 2.7
!

A28 This professor always had a cheerful wbrd

for students who were doing badly in

class. 8.7 2.7

-A29 prOfesaor°stands in the hallway befOre

, and atter class so that students can milt.

him questions in an .informal atmosphere: -9.4 2.7

A30 This prpfessor compensates for limited

office hours by offering his time before

and.after class every day. 9.5 2.9.
4.1

A31 This professor announced his office hours

so.that students could see himif thty

needed to. .1 9.6 2.6

A32 This professor counseled students regarding
J

their careers and' the job market. 9.7 . 2...pot.

A33 This professor is willing to spend as

much as two hours helping a itudent

revise a term paper. 9.7 2.5

A99

.95

97 .

I.

'98

99

97

97

88

Note. See notes at end of table.

19
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Table... (Continued)

No. Incident ,s

£34 This professor passed out ',mimeographed

sheet giviig.his office hqgrs and office

telephone number.

4%.35 This professor offers help at.night.

£36 This professor tried to learn'all her

students' names.

This professor encourages students to

meet with-him outside the classroom to

-discuss apything.they-w4h.

£38 Thii professor tried .to esiablieh a

feeling.of equality between himself and

his itudents.

A39 rs. This professor made .appointments at. her

, .

students' convenience to.discuss problems

with classwork.

£40 This professor was willing to make extra-
,

.ordinary arrangements io meet extra-

ordinary student complications.

A41 This professor encourages students to

I1111

come to his office for help. '

9.8 2.1 99

9.9 1.9 89

9.9 .2.2 99

-9.9 2.2 95

C.4

..

9.9 2.5 100,

10.1 1.6 97

.-10.2 1.4 91

10.2 1.5 99

Note. Vee notos attend of table.

2 u
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Table :(Continued)

No. Incident

A42 This professor counseled a Student ind100
44

helped her solve a personal problem.

A43 Viten a student was obviotoly having

problems in the.coursiwthis professor

suggested thst they set.up an appoint

ment for some extra help.

A441, This'professor made his home telephode

number Available to students and

encouraged them to call if they had

any problems.

. .A45 This Professor-sought out students who

were having trouble lin class and offered

them gpsistance if they so desired. '

A46 This professor is willing to help students

with special problems, whether personal

or otherwise.

A47 'This protiiiior helped a student get

through,a personal crisis.

A48 This profsk) made ft apoi. to know

every student';\hame.

P*.=

10.3 1.4 99

10.3 1 5 '00 96

0 .

10.4, 1.3 940

10.5 1.4 98

10.5 1.5 100
ve.!

10.5 1.5 98

10:6 1.5 100

Note. See Dotes at end of table:'N
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Table.- (Continued)

i

. v

No. Incident
ft

A49 141, professor spent an hour and a half

in her office helping a student with's

course-related.problem. ft 1.2 94
,

£50 Thie professor sought out a shy student

*who was failing the course.and worked .

with her until she understood the

material well enough.to pass the course 10.7 1.4 97

Caiegpry B: Abiliiy to Present the Material
ft
or

.B1 Thp information in.this professor's

.lectures conflicted beidly with the iafor-
I.

elation in the book, resulting,in total

confusion.

32 This professor read straight from the

. 1.4 1.2 90 ..

. illOrrok'Sbutbhly read every third'iine. 1.6 1.2 914 .1

C. 0

B3 This, professor miplaineethings aethough

he were talking to a class of PhDs.

34 This professcir weld often leave out steps

when w king problems on the board and was

unable t.I tell the students how he reached

the.solutions.

1.6 1.3 94

1.7 1.7 92

Note. See notes at end of table.

2 9
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TWA (Continued)
.

0

No. -Incident .

,

85 Thie.,prOfissor lectures very rapidly with ,

such an accent that no one can understand
VI

him. 1.8 1.4 94

86. This.professor's lectures are boring and )
..... __ / .

/
1.8..: unorganized. , 1: 4 92

137 This professor lectures .way above the heads

of his students. 1.8 1.6 H, 92

88 .This professor uses flowery language and

tatkeabOve the heads of his.students.t ; 2.0 1.5 97
,. .

39 Thie professor lectured in.& very die- .

orgrnized manner, junping from topic to .

,

bopic.with no apparent connection.
,

2.0. 1.& 97.

810 This professor munbles during his lectures. 2.2 4, 1.5 96

311 , This professor often staimers and'loses

his_train of thought.

812 This professor usee'long, involved

2.2 1.5 95

wmples which confuse the class. -2.2 1.6 :.96

313 This profe,sor ccnstantly interrupted his

lectures .Co ruMmage through his briefcase

.for missing papers. 2.3 1.4 94

Note.. See notes at end of table.

.4 23



Table (Continued)

4

No4 Incident'

814 This,profeisor rattled off studies, dMfiniT

tient:, and concepts but never tied,Xhem

.together. 2.3 1.9 92

815 This professor presents'a ilow, rambling.

lecture. 2.4 1.9 98

816 This professor spoke in very broken

English. 2.5 1.9. .** 97

817. This professor has a bad accent and is

hard to understand. 2.6 1.8 94

418 This prOfessor has difficulty explaining

thingtusimply enough for his students to

.understand. 2.9 1.9 98

,.B19 Als professor lectures very rapidly. 3.0. 1.9 96

4
820 Thls professor never changes his tope or

expression while.lecturing. 3.0 2.1 91

,821 This professor rambles.and does not stay

on the subject. . 3.2 *2.2 99

822 Thig professor showed two films in class

which had nothing to do with what.was

being taught at the time. 3.2. 2.5 70

Note..- See notes at end.of table.
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Table . (Continued).

No. Incident

Thisiprofissor'constantly wrots on

board with his back to the students:

the'

324 This.professor sometimes loses, his-

place in his notes.

825 This professor relied heayily on his

notes; thus.made veiy little eye contact
ve

wit* his etudonts.

826 This professor sits on his desk all

period and rat-. vrites-on the board.

327 TfiWprofessor.continuously referred

back to-her notes while attempting to

lecture,

828 This professor gave detailVabout the

material but never-elaborated beyond

diem.

329 This professor covered material in class

that had already been presented in lab.

B30 This professor always kept his.classroom

presentations specific and to the Point.

831 This professor uses gestures and theatrical

movements when lecturing to keep the .

students'. attention. -

823

3.4 2.5 85

4.

$

a

4.2 .2.4. 94

4.3 2.5 88'

4.4 2.8 85 :

4.9 2.5 , 92

5.4 2.2 69

'6.1 2.4 86

7.6 2.9 96

8.1 3.0 85

4.

Note. See notes at end of table.
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. , Table (Continued)

No. Incident

.. ..
. .-

.332.- Thisjr#4isor uses handOu.s and'ihe over..
t

333.

. ..
, .

head.pgo;jec.lor to- preient siaterial.
. .

This professor passes.aropnd books. and
'.

. 4 pictures relating to the class material.

834 This professorlsents informatibn in c
. ,

1 .
.

.3.brief, eosy..to-follow writtwout toe
.

. f. ,4,
. fori. .

.
.

. $
. .

835 - This ir-g.essor talks at'ai easi pace '..
.. ° .,t

, A

and ootasionally writes on the board..

B36.. Thisjraessor ties each topic in with'

the preceding,one.

1137 Thisimofessor Jfectures at an even pace,

4.

-with pauses after large segments of
-.

material or examples.

838 This,l)rofessor writes everything on the

board in outline form to make note-

taking easier.

1139 This professor used nume-rous visual

aids, handouts, and examples to

illustrate ter lectures.

.4

_:. .

8.7 2.9 97'

.

..

8.9, .5 66 : .

. . ... ..hJ

,

.

9.
..

2.3 96.
A

:

9.0 .2.4- 97'

fo 11;*

.8 5'
I

9.3 *2.2 99

..

9.5 2.4 94

9.5 2.4 93

9.6 1.9 94

:Note. See notes at end of table.
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Table (Continued).

No.. InCident

840 ThiOptofessoi tried to relate complex

material to the students in a manner
=

841

-842

1343

, 844

845

k

t .

B46

"847

that they could understand. 9.6 2.0 93

Th1s professor speaks distinctively'

and uses good. grammar.

When wviting on-ta board, this

9.8 2.2 9/

profesibt made 'sure his Was

-largeenough- ttr-see-..
.04

0

.This professor states the objective of
0

each lecture and presents.the material
.4 6.d'.

in'a.loxically ordered sequence.

.This professor spells on thrloard

9.9 1.7 4 100

.important'or difficult words. 10.e.: 2.1 95'

This professor speaks clearly and .

loudly. 1040.

This.professor pyesented material

orderly and.concisefy, seldom-refeired

to his rates, and never fan behind

93

!schedule. 10.1 1.8 99 /

This professor gave notes in a very well

organized outline form. 10.1 . 1.9 100

Note.. See notes at end of table.
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Table (Continued)

No. Incident'

348 This professor, when working problems

in class, went over each step in-great.

detail,.then repeated the process the

next day if the claps still did not

understand.

B49 This professor used a variety of

methods to present the material,

inclUding films, tapes, and
.

.

,

i . experiments.

350 Thie-professor Uaed good &aching
,

t aidlyas articulate, anestresse
.

---......a..........4.

important points in\class.
. . .

10.1 2.0 85

10.2 1.7 94

I S.

10.3 1.4 81
. 0

Category C: Interest in Course and Material

Cl This professor told his students that

he was totally disinterested in

teaching.audlelt it was a waste of

his tutus.

C2 This professor be4ttled the class

material and describld the course as

1.1 0.6 89

a waste of time. 1.2 , 0.9 90

Note. See notes at end of table.
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table (Continuid).

No. 'Incident

C3 This profesedi actually tells 'the class

that he hates the subject matter.

C4 This professor said he was teachiag.just

to earn a paycheck.

C5 This professor told hii students that .

he did not like teaching the class.

C6 This professor told his students,thet

he comes to class-only because he is

paid.to.

.C7 This professor tells bis class that'

he would rather be elsewhere.

This professor neglected class so that

he could work on his research project.

C9 This professor acta so bored with the

material that he s4ms almost to put

himself to sleep.,

C10 This professor told his class that the

couse was not in his area of expertise

and that he disliked it.

.P

13 1.2 95

1.3 1.2 89

1.3 1.2 88

1.4 1.2 90

1.4, 1.4 96

1.5 1.6 79

1.6 1.3 81

1.6 1.4 98

Note. See notes at end of tablq,
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Table (Continued)

- ---------,___
.'':4 ----. e

".16'A .C11 This-professor said.that any new
,
.:, .

, . research which did not support his own
, .

..

I.

viewpoints was.trash. .

C12 Thieprofessor acts as though it hurti

4110
C14 This profeseor has to refer to his

him to teach class.

ev

This,Ryofessot4reqUently misled class
a

and sehte graduate student in his

.

plade.

motes before answering any questions.

fram students

C15 Thib professo snickers when lecturing

as though he hinks the material being

taught it) stup d.

C16 This professor failed to follow up his

promise to out answers to questions

asked in clakiss

-

C17 This professor Avid hii students _that

he washere at rimbdrn to do research

but was required to teach a certain

number of courses every year.

1.6

1.9 .

' 3

1.5

.

1.6

72

74

.

0

2.1 2.0 . .71

2.2 . 1.8 67

2.2 2.0. 67

2.3 2.0 67

2.4 2.0 87

Note. See notes at end of tabl".
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Table (Continued

No. , Incident

C18 This professor could not answer questions

about anything except whit was mentioned

in the book. -

619 This professor was always*the last person

to arrive and the first person,to leave

the classroom,

C20 This profiesor mentionekseveial tims

that'the course he wad teaching did not

,

2.7. 2.2 77

2.8 . 2.4 66

represent his major area of interest. 3.1 1.8 97

C21 This protessor criticized the research

'done by his colleagues.

C22 This professor was never on time for

class

C23' This professor comes to class and says,

"Well, here we are so I might as.well

3.2 2.2 66

3.3 2.4 68

lecture on sOmething." . 3.3 2.7 80

C24 This professor never brings in outside

material relaang to the subject. 3.4 2.6 60

C25 This professor sdldom adds anything
,

current to his lectures. 3.6 2.1 82

Note. See notes at end of table.
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lible . (Coitindid)

No. Incident .

. C26 This prdfetisor keeps up with the latest

developments in his field but does not

include them in his lectures.

C27 Thie professor Would sometimes get so

involved in the'subject matter that he

would fcrget to stop lecturing when

the class period was Overt

C28 This professor provides time during

. class t, talk about current.issues.

C29 This professor described his own

C30

4.5 2.8 78 .

6.2 - 3.0 68 ,

8.8 2.3 64

fascination with the material he'was

covering. 9.3 2.7 89. ,

This professor shows enthusiasm in his

voice. 9.4 2.4 70

C31 This professor provi.ded examples .from.

his own work experience in the field. 9.5 1.7 71

C32 This professor brought in a current

_article about the course material

approximately every two weeks. 9.5 . 1.9 88

C33 This professor often mentions changes

that have Occurred since the textbook

was published. 9.5 2:6' 76

Note. See notes at end of table.
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Table *(Continued)

No. Incident

C34 This professor often told the class

abOut interesting articles he had read

or experiments he had heard.about.

C35. This professor's eyes light up when

he discusses the material.

C36 This professor brought in .up-to-date

material and gave'the studenit

interesting tid-bits related to the

subjeci.

C37 This professor talks with enthusiasm.

C38 If thii professor did notlnow the

answ,to a question, he would find

it out for the next day's class.

C39 On the first day of class, this ,

professor told her class how inter-

esting she' found the subject and
0

ft

assured them thit they.would too.

,C40 This professor knows where to find

the answers to all her students'

questions.

9.6. 2.5 79

9.7 2 0 .92

9.8 1.8 80

94.9 1.7 77

9.9 2.5 88

10.0 2.1 93

10.0 2.2 79

Note. See notes at end of table.
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'Table..,(Cpatinued).'

Incident

C41 This professor seems to know,something

about all the different topics colic:red

in the course.
0

C42 This professor lectures'with lively

words and motions end seems,to enjoy

. what he does.

.C43 This professor always acted excited

and happy to be in class.,

C44 This professordisplayed, both.

verbally and non-verbally, an infec-
i

tious enthusiasm and inteiest in the

course.

*C45. This professor travels in order to see

and*hear things about his profelpion

which he then shares with his students.

C46 This professor has visited the-places and

and done-the things he talks about in

--class and describes his personal

'experiences to the students.'

C47 Whenever this professor did not know the

answer to a student's question, she would

look it up and bring it in the next d'ay.

10.1

10.1

1.4

1.5

90

70'

4.

1C.1 2.0 82.

10.2 ' 1.5 94

10.2 1.7 93

10.2 1.8 75 .

10.4 1.7 75

Note. See notes at end of table.
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Table (Continued)

Incident

C48 .This professor, when confounded by a

student's question, spent several hours

C49

C50

ts4.of .her own time that same afternoon a

. 1
resea ching material for an answer. 104 *1.4 87

This rofessor gets excited about what
L.

he is teaching and conveys this"

.ehthusiasm to his students. 19.6 1.2 77

:This professor knows the material so
0

well that he is able to answer all .

*questions asked.by his students. 10.6 1.2 77

Category D: Reasonableness of the Workload

DI: This professor asiigned two papers'per

week, seven outside books, .a textbook,
.

and classroom work for a two-hour

course. ,

D2 This professor's workload was sO.heavy

'that only one student out of 25 passed.

D3 This professor twice assigned five-page

papers two days before they were due.

1.1 0.6 : 97

1.1! 0.6 76

1.3 1.2 97

Note. See notesat end of table.
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Table. Continued)

Incident

.When making course assignments, this

professor did not consider that Atudents

wire taking coUrses other than his:

D5. This professor, assigned five 7.710 page

reports within a fouvwweek period, in

1.4 1.2. 95

4

addition to weekly taste and 25 pages

of reading per night. . 1.4 1.2 88

D6 This profesior Piles on at least three

4 hours of leading the day before eaph,

test.

D7 This'professor assigned three to four

7.houis ofehomework every night for a
.

1.4 1.5 86

three-hour ,course. . 1.4 1.8 94

D8 This professor assigned about 100 pages 0

of reading a week, two 34-4 page outside

reading reports, a group project,'weekly

tests, a midtorm and a final for a

three-hotir.course.

.D9 This professor required his students

to read eight 200-300 page novels in

one quarter.

\ 1.5 1.5 91

,,

1.5 1.8 97

Note. See notes at end of table.
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lable (Contued)

!

/Incident

This professor.assignsimore homework for
:

a three-hour.course than most do for it

five-heur corse.

Dll This professor moved the due date of a

major paper up a week so that he would

not be 'rushed at the end of the.quarter,

,

1:6 1.4 99

thus his,students were rushed instead: 1.6 1.4 78

D12 This professor assigned a lot of reserve

library reading without enough time for

%) ali students to see the material. 1.9 1.3 93

!

D13 This professor aspigned six books to'be

read during the quirter but never told

his students when each one would be dis-

cussed in class.

D14 T4ii profeisor requires 20-24 hours per

week of studying for a three-7hour

course..

'V t .

1.9 1.6,., 89'

1.9 1.7 98
.

This professor assigns and tests over

5-8 chapters per week. Z.O. 2.0 84 .

D16 This professor assigned two 'research

papers for a three-hour course.. .2.1 2.6 98

Note. See notes at end of table.
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. Table (Continued)

No. . Inc ident

DI7 This professdr required her studenti to

read two!textbooks and four paperback

books as well as write a term papei.

1)I8 This professor, when, teaChing a three-

hour course, gives heavy assignments to

A
keep the students busy during the off.

day.

D19 This professor surprised, her students

with an extra assignment toward the

end of.the quarter.

0020 . This.professor would not assign work'

for several days, then would give a

heavy assignment for a single night.

D21 This professor, when teachinua three-

hour course.'gives long reading

assignmeats,and papers to'write on the

off day.
1

D22 This professor sometimes assigned two

chapters for one night's assignment.

D23. This professor required four books to

be read for A three-hour course.

2.2 2.4 96

. 2.3 1.9 94

2.4 1.7 89

2.4 2.2

2.6 2.0 98

2.9 1.9 99

2.9 2.6 98

Note. .See notes at end of table.
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'Table (Continued)
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'
Incident

: D24 This professor requires a typewritten

lab report every week in addition* to

the regular course work.

D25 'This professor gives more notes.id

one hour than Most do in two. .: .

.

D46 s This professor assigns two chapters

and one or.two stories to read'and

summaAse each week in addition to

class exercises.
.

. 'D27 This professor requires a lot of

memorization for his class.

D28 This professor required a term paper,

-Tv
oral presentation, and weekly tests.

a 1

.,. D2 This professor gave ad extremely heavy

assignment one week, then slacked ofif

for a week or so before giving another

assignment.

This professor assigned about 50 pages

'of reading per week.

D31 This professor assigned ten pages of

reading each night.

''

.

3.4 2.5 99

3.4 2.9 66
i

4

3.9 2.8 96

-

4.2 2.5 93

.?

5.1 2.5 91

5.2 2.1 96

5.9 2.6 99

5.9 I 2.9 98

Note. 'See notes at end of table.
S.
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Table . (Cont inued

No.

#.
-UWE= 44

,..... D32 This professor'issigns, ten homework,

problems:per week.
....

- ° D33 This professor issigned homework every

111

.4

"
. .

4

night and checked it every:Friday.

T34 This professor would adjust the home- :

work assignments-tcriuit the wishes of

the class.

D35 Tbis professor assigned a four-to-five

page typewritten paper and specified

the format and style in which it was to
%.

be written:.

D36 This profissor gave daily reading

assignments and an outline of references

to use during the quarter.

D37 This professor makes optional outside

reading assignments.

-D38 This professor assigns no more than .

two chapters of reading per week.

D39 This professor assigns either one

chapter or two essays (never both) to

be read each week.

6.1

6.1

0

1.1

2.3

96

87.

6. 4 2.8 85

7.2 2.. 93

7.3_ 2.5 76

7.5 2.7 74 ...

7.5 3.0 100

7.9 3.0 91

Note. See notes at end of table.
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'Table. (Continued)

No. Incident.

11P I

D40 Ibis professor assigns homework a few

times a week but not4 enery day. 4.2 . 3.0 99

D41 This professor gives short reading

assignments.

D42 This professor assigned reasonable

*amounts ofhomework every other:. day. 9.0 2.3 99

8.4 w,.//./2.8 .98.

. .

D43 This4professor'gave rest,periods each

week in which no homework was assigned. 9.0 2.5 96

D44 This profe.ssor give* homeWork assignments.

on Mondays for the.entire week so that

students can plan their study schedules. 9.5 2.5 94

-:' D45 Thib professor gives plenty Of time to
if

read the material and d scusses it fully

in'class.

D46 This professor duAed the Workload at

die end of e quarter when she realized'

tha,ber students did not have.enough

to complete all of the assignments.

D47 This professor takes into consideration

students' other classes and outside

9.7 ..

.

0

9.8 211 93

4Pactivitiei when assigning work. 9.9 2.0 91

Note. See notes at encrof table.
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No. Incident

.*

4 Q IJP#'1;

D4i-c4is professor assigns only as- much,home-

work as is necessary to learn the material

thoroughly..

D49 This professor distributed the workipad

evenly across the quarter.

DJO This professor disconoinued or reduced

homework assignments around midterms

aad finals so that his students would

have more time to study.

11

9.9 2.3 90

10.0 1.7 98

10.5 1.5 85

Category E: Fairness'of Testing and Grading

El This professor would not change grades

even if she had made a mistake in

grading.

E2 This professor announced.thelirst day

of class that she would assign 9 As, 15

Bs, 26 Cs, 15 Ds, and 9 FF ,s final

grades.

E3 This professor refused to change his

tstudenis' grades on a test eyen after the

students pointed out the passage in the

textbook which showed them to be correct.

1.1 0.6 99

1.1 0.6 98

1.2 0.7 ' 97

Note. See notes at end of table.
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Table (0mtinued)

No. c`Incident
I.

This professor told the glass 'he would

et!! a lOrpoint scale, then actually

'used a 7-point scale to arsign Cinal

.grades.,

E5 This professor tells his students to

study one thing, then tests on goir#-

thing else.

E6 This professor told his students that a

particular area of the subject matter

would not be covered on the exam, yet

the first question came trom that area.

E7 This prdflasor never stated his.grading

procedures. ip

:lhis professor does:his best to get test

9uestions4rom obscure varts of the book

which have never been discussed in class.

E9 This profeisor advised his students to

study two specific chapters in preparation

for the midterm,,then did not emphasize

them on the test.

1.2 0.9 90 '

1.3 1.2 97

1.4 1.1 . 97

1.4 1.2 97

1.4 1.2 95

Nute. See notes at end of table.
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Table,. (Continued)

No. Incident

El0 This professor refused to scale the test

grades eveft when the entire class did

poorly.

Ell This professor does not curve grades even 3

if the average score is in the 50s or 60s.

E12 Tpis professor's tests are ambiguous and ,

much too long.

E13. This professor announced that he was using

an eight-point scale, but actually dis-;

klrtributed the point pread unequally among

the letter grades.

El4 This professor refused to give a student

equal credit for a short-answer response

that was very.similar to what another

student had.written.

Ct4

2.1 2.4 98

2.1 2.6 . 99

2.2 1.7 95

2.2 2.3 100

1.8 \ 98
...

'E15 This'professor uses extremely tricky \

. \
questions on his tests. 2.3 2.3 100

E16 This professor changed grading procedures

in the middle of the quarter. 2.3 2.7 97

Note. See notes at end of table.



Table (Continued)

No. Incident P

This professor's multiple-choice items'

usually included more than one possible

correct ansWer.

E18 ,Ihis professor rested over material he

did not cover.

. El9 This profestor-asks picky test questions

about details.

%
E20 This professor assigned general problems

iu class, tten gave specific problems on

tests.

E21 This professor marks off for poor class

attendance.
I.

E22 This professor gives hard tests which.
lk

require the students to study a lot.

" E23 This professor's test questions are

usually reasonable, but are sometimes
4

tricky.

E24' This professor does not curve grades

unless the dlass does extremely badly.
1

E25 This professor's tests usually covIrs

three or ,four chapters of the book.

2.3 2.8 99

2.4 2.7 96

3,3.1 2.1 97

A

3.6 . 3.0 92

5.6 2.5 73

6

dr
548 1.8 72

5.9 1.9 96

5.9 2.1 '98

6.6 2.7 71

Note. See .notes at end of table.
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Table. (Coneiaued)

No. Iticident

..

E26 This profeisor givemps objective tests.

E27 This professor gives multiple-choice tests

with some hard and some easy items so that

.all students will get at least some items

correct.

E28. This professor spaces tests two weeks

apart.

E29.. This professor's tests have a variety of

item'formats including multiple-choice,

fill-in-the4lank, essay, and true-false

questions.

, E30 , This professor gaVe 13 lab quizzes and

dropped'the lowest three.

E31 This professor's tests have a lot of

questions so that,you can miss one and

not worry about failing..

3E32 This,professor told how many points each

essay question was worth At the beginning

of each of his tests.

E33 This,professor's tests are comprehensive

but fair and do not focus on picky details.

6.9 2.9 96.

7:3 3.0 97

8.2 3.0 65

8.3 2.9 99

8.8 2.9 90

8.9 2.4 98

9.2 2.5 99

9.3 2.0 99

Note. See notes at end of table.
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4, Table (Continued)

No. Incident

E34 .This piofessor curves test grades when
0 .

.6t. the class ayerage is low'. 9.6

E35 This professor gives partia l. credit

if he can see that you are on the right

9.6

E36 This professor'allowt students to question

his grading after the'tests are handed

back. .10.7

E37 This professor's tests cover only

material presented in class." 9.8

E38 This ftofessor gave tests weeklfand.

allowed qudents to drop their two

lowest grades. 9.8

E39 :This professor stated his grading system.

clearly at the beginning of the qu.ater. 9.8

E40 This professor allows students to discuss

their test answers with him and will add

points when he has graded too harshly. 9.9

E41 Whenever the answer to a test question

was unclear, this professor always gave

the benefit of the doubt to the.student. 9.9/4

2.1 99

2.4 97

1.8 . 90

2.1 92

2.2 95

2.2 90

1.9 90

2.1 96

Note. See notes at end of table.
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Table. (Continued)

No. Incident- S Q

E42 This professor outlines the type of

questions tO.be included on-tests, along

with the credit values for each.type of

question.

It.ts

.°

lo.q 1.8 90

E43 This professor's iests covered only..what

he iold his studentsvould be on them. 10.0 2.0 93 .

E44 This professor. drops the lowest quiz grade

when calculating final grades. 10.1 1.7 10)

E45 This professor pointed out the type of

problems he would include on each test

and held to his word: 10.2 1.5 93

E46 This professor dropped the lowest.two

of six equally-weighted quizzes. 10.2 2.8 96

E47 This professor told her.students how

much each test and project was worth

toward the final grade. 10.3 1.9 91

E48 This professor, when shoun that the text-

book indicated an aniwer other thlu the

one he counted was correct, admitted his

miszake and chaaged the grades 10.5 1.4 96

. Note. ,See nOtcs at end of toale.
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Table. (Continued)

No: .Incident

;.

E49 '' This professor gives his students enough
.

.

All .

time to complete his tests. 10.5 1.4 96 ..

tE50 This professor's test questions are to

the,point and are easy to understand. 10.6- 1 2 .93

te. All statistics calculated with n as 100.N

1---0 Scale value of the incident: r(Ttft median rating.)

Q 0 Semi -interquartile range of ratings given to the incident.'

P 0 Percentage of subjects placing the incident in the modal category.


